From:
Sent: Monday, November 10, 2014
To: 'bvr@brucerauner.com' <bvr@brucerauner.com>
Subject: Rep Bellock and HFS
Bruce,
I was informed today by an executive at HFS that the Deputy Directory informed the senior managers
that Rep Bellock was going to be the next Director of HFS. This greatly concerns me as I use to work at
HFS and have read many emails that included Representative Bellock and her lobbying for contracts with
CNSI, Maximus and SLG Innovations. Rep Bellock is a very close friend of Julie Hamos and is currently
wrapped up in an investigation into wrongdoing by executives at HFS that is being conducted by the FBI
(Southern Illinois Office), US Treasury and the Public Corruption Unit of the LA Attorney General’s office
(David Caldwell). I am bringing this to you as a heads up. This could be potentially damaging to your
administration if she is indeed found to be part of what has been nothing short of a large amount of
corruption at HFS involving over ½ of a billion dollars involving contractors whom allegedly are paying
off state officials. I personally saw the bottles of wine and gifts sent by one of these companies to
executives as a thank you for using the Governor’s plane. The three companies are as follows:


CNSI is currently under grand jury investigation and that investigation has fingers into
Illinois. This was a complete crony deal that was a no bid 300 million dollar contract



Maximus was a complete failure as they did not save Illinois any money at all and no longer has
a contract with the state. Some will defend Maximus, but it was the union who actually did the
work and Maximus soaked up the press for the cost savings which were actually realized before
Maximus even started. BTW. Maximus and SLG management are related



SLG Innovations / Cognizant is currently outsourcing over 200 union positions and the H1B visa
workers have already started to work at HFS

A few months ago Rep Bellock was given a copy of the letter (attached) and did nothing short of stifling
the investigative work and tried to flood the press with praises for companies that were under
investigation. At that time no one would listen and I handed over documents to the Union that showed
the corrupt dealings of a few senior managers and almost immediately HFS legal decided to cancel the
Maximus contract despite Rep Bellock’s efforts to keep going. Not one time has Rep Bellock acted in a
fiscally responsible way this last year and has simply represented the interests of Julie Hamos blindly by
voting yes to all efforts.
I don’t take pride in telling you this but I care for you enough that I want you to make informed
decisions. Your campaign is to stop corruption and the risk of having someone corrupt on your team
increases when you use anyone from the current state government. If Rep Bellock is truly a person of
interest to lead HFS which spends almost ½ of the state’s budget, I would ask her two question.
What did you do to investigate matters when you were informed that the Mike Casey was
running a circular accounting scam against the Federal Government on behalf of Illinois fleecing
the federal government by 750 million dollars?

Who borrowed the money from HFS once they had scammed the Federal Government? Quinn
borrowed it and placed it into his special funds he has used to approve grants during election
time with her help.
Might I suggest a review of emails between directors and many of the representatives to see who your
true champions are!
Additionally, I suggest looking at what Directors/Lobbyists/Legislators have old Blackberry’s as they use
what is called PIN to PIN messaging. This allows for communication without a history and does not use
a server to process the message. These devices are not even sold by mobile operators and most are
buying them from Ebay. A few individuals have a stronghold on a few Directors. I have seen Directors
undermine the Governor’s authority and use these devices to communicate off the books to do
so. Brian Hamer Director of Department of Revenue is such as person and Madigan has one also so they
can communicate off the books.

